. The immunophenotype of primary human AML cells derived from 62 unselected patients. The expression of the eight differentiation markers CD13, CD14, CD15, CD33, CD34, CD45, CD117 and HLA-DR was investigated for 62 of the 71 patients included in our present study. We performed an unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis and identified four patient main clusters/patient subsets. The mutational profile for each f the 62 patients is also given (middle), no individual mutation of main class of mutations showed any significant association with any of the for differentiation marker clusters (middle). Finally, the four main patient clusters did not differ with regard to karyotype, FAB classification, etiology, age and gender either (right). Grey cells indicate missing data. www.mdpi.com/journal/jcm
We performed a significant analysis of the global gene expression profiles using microarray analysis. We selected discriminative genes by identifying a dscore >3.5 in significance analysis of microarray (SAM), and we could then identify 149 genes being differently expressed between the two groups. We performed an unsupervised hierarchical cluster analysis (Euclidean measure, and complete distance) based on these genes and were able to identify two patient clusters/subsets corresponding to patients with high (red color in the left column) and low constitutive release (blue color); the only outlier was a highrelease patient. The two patient subsets did not differ with regard to their mutational profile or their biological or clinical characteristics (karyotype, FAB classification, etiology, age and gender; right part). Table S3 . Statistical comparisons of associations between various mutations and between mutations and signs of AML cell differentiation (morphology, CD34 expression). The analyses are based on Fisher's exact test, two-tailed p-values are given. The table presents the comparison, the corresponding 2x2 tables and the uncorrected p-values. The intention with these analyses was to verify that our present patient population is representative by confirming that we can detect the same significant associations as described in previous larger studies. We then did 11 comparisons and significant p-values are marked in bold; those comparisons that remain significant also when doing a Bonfessoni correction are marked with *. Proteins Showing High Abundance for Cells with Low Constitutive Release (n = 12) Belonging to the terms GO:0000790-nuclear chromatin and GO:0005736-DNA-directed RNA polymerase complex (see Table 3 
Chromatin Transcription Nucleosome
Proteins Showing High Abundance for Cells with High Constitutive Release (n = 75) These proteins represent the subset of proteins included in the go terms go:0070062~extracellular exosome, go:0005829~cytosol, go:0016020~membrane and go:0005737~cytoplasm (see figure 4 in the article); in addition they were included in the large interacting protein network presented in the left part of Figure 5 Integrin subunit alpha M. This integrin alpha M chain forms a heterodimeric membrane proteins with the beta 2 chain (ITGB2. see below) to form a leukocyte-specific integrin referred to as macrophage receptor 1 ('Mac-1'). or inactivated-C3b (iC3b) receptor 3 ('CR3'). This heterodimer is important in the adherence of neutrophils and monocytes to stimulated endothelium. and also in the phagocytosis of complement coated particles. Multiple isoforms have been found. 
